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The materials and information have been 
prepared for informational purposes only.  
This is not legal advice, nor intended to create or 
constitute a lawyer-client relationship.  
Before acting on the basis of any information or 
material, readers who have specific questions or 
problems should consult their lawyer. 
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§  Widely outlawed state-by-
state and by federal law 
throughout the 1940s and 
1950s 

§  Revolution: popularized in 
counterculture during 1960s 

§  New demographic: white, 
UMC college students begin 
using visibly and frequently 

§  Popularized by many cultural 
icons of the era 
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§  P u b l i c  b a c k l a s h  t o 
counterculture 

§  Counter-Revolution:  federal 
Controlled Substances Act  
passed in 1970 

§  Intended as “compromise 
l a w ”  –  h a r m o n i z i n g 
alternatingly lax and harsh 
enforcement across US 

§  Categorized marijuana as a 
“schedule 1” drug, where it 
still remains 
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§ The 1980s was the decade of the “War on 
Drugs,” an era of highly-prioritized 
enforcement… with mixed effects 
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§ This led the public to begin reevaluating 
attitudes towards marijuana, which was 
always regarded as a more innocuous drug 
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§  Beginning in 1996, CA first introduced “medical” marijuana 
legalization, with many other states to follow (MI in 2008) 

§  First states to legalize recreational marijuana were CO and WA 
in 2012, each through ballot initiatives 
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§ Lesson One:  Way more people use marijuana 
than you might think 
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§ Lesson One:  Way more people use marijuana than 
you might think 

§ 2016 Marist University Study: 
§ 55.6 million people have used “once or twice” in last year 

(18.5% of all US residents) 
§ 34.3 million people have used in last month (11.4% US 

residents) 

§ National Institute on Drug Abuse in 2017: 
§ 45% of 12th graders report having ever used marijuana 
§ 37% report having used it in the past year 
§ 23% report having used it in the past month 
§ 6% report using it daily 
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§  Lesson Two:  The availability of legal marijuana across the 
country is now staggering 
§  79.21 million live in legalized recreational MJ states (24% of US) 
§  226.38 million live in legalized rec/med MJ states (70% of US) 
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§  Lesson Three:  Americans use marijuana less frequently than 
alcohol, but only slightly less frequently than tobacco (especially 
for younger people) 

Use in last 
month (by state) 

18-26 y/o 
cohort 

26+ y/o cohort 

Marijuana 14.5% - 38.8% 4.5%-18.7% 
Alcohol 36.7% - 70.9% 31.7% - 70.1% 
Tobacco 20.3% - 43.2% 18.9% - 40.1% 
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§  Lesson Four:  Americans use marijuana far more frequently than 
other “hard drugs” 

Use in last year 
(by state) 

18-26 y/o 
cohort 

26+ y/o cohort 

Marijuana 23.7% - 53.2% 7.6% - 21.4% 
Cocaine 2.90% - 12.2% 0.8% - 4.1% 
Heroin 0.3% - 1.6% 0.2% - 0.8% 
Meth 0.2% - 2.9% 0.2% - 1.2% 
Opiates (abusive 
use) 

6.1% - 8.8% 2.9% - 5.1% 
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§ Lesson Five:  Predictably, irregular use of 
marijuana increases after states legalize 
recreational use 
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§ Lesson Five:  Predictably, irregular use of 
marijuana increases after states legalize 
recreational use 

§ Suppose we apply CO’s monthly usage rates 
of increase to Michigan’s data: 

 Used in past 
month? 

2015 Rate (MI) Predicted Rate 
2019 

12-17 year old 7.7% 8.4% 
18-25 year old 24.2% 32.3% 
26 or older 10.0% 20.1% 
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§ Lesson Six:  Yearly or monthly use doesn’t 
necessarily correlate to daily or chronic use 
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§ Proposal 1 was a “indirect initiated state statute” 
§ Citizen initiated, through collection of signatures 
§ After signatures collected, sent to legislature 
§  Legislature may adopt or send to ballot 

§ MI legislature sent to ballot 
§ Voters approved: 

§  Legislature can only amend or repeal initiated statute by 3/4th 
supermajority in both houses; governor cannot veto 
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§ So… what does the law do? 
§ Section 5:  makes it lawful for persons 21 

years of age or older to possess, use, 
purchase, transport, or “process” 2.5 ounces 
or less of marijuana 

§ Lawful to store up to 10 ounces in a home 
§ Lawful to give any other person over the age 

of 21 up to 2.5 ounces of marijuana if you 
don’t advertise or sell it 
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§ Section 10: makes it lawful to engage in 
commercial cultivation and sale of marijuana 
by licensed businesses 

§ Sections 7-9:  requires LARA to create state 
sale and cultivation licensing scheme 

§ Section 11: includes specific prohibitions on 
how marijuana growers and sellers may 
“appear” to the public 
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§ Section 4:  List of things the law doesn’t permit 
§ Driving a car or snow machine, flying an aircraft, or piloting a 

boat “while under the influence of marijuana,” or consuming 
marijuana while doing any of the same 

§ Give or sell marijuana to any person under the age of 21 
§  Possess, use, consume, or purchase marijuana if you are 

under the age of 21 
§ Consume marijuana in a public place or on the property of 

anyone who prohibits it 
§  Possess marijuana in a school or in a corrections facility 
§  Possess more than 2.5 ounces in a residence without securing 

it in a locked container 
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§ Other assorted provisions 
§ Section 6: Local communities would be able to 

restrict or ban marijuana businesses. 
§ Section 13:  10% state excise tax 
§ Michigan’s 10% excise tax rate would be the lowest 

amongst states that have legalized. For example, CO 
(15%), OR (17%), and WA (37%). 

§ Act changes nothing about the separate Michigan 
Medical Marihuana Act or any right or privilege 
afforded by that Act 

§ The state won’t start taking business applications 
until December of 2019. 
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§ Marijuana isn’t like alcohol in one respect: 
§ Employers can test directly for impairment with 

alcohol 
§ Not so with marijuana, which stays in the system 

for a long time 
§ Urine test – up to 13 days 
§ Hair test – more than 30 days after use 

§ Oral swab tests are available, but they test for 
recent ingestion, not impairment 
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§ No federal law directly regulates drug testing per se 
§ One exception is DOT regulations – for commercial 

drivers subject to Motor Carrier Safety Act, a MRO 
must certify a sample containing evidence of 
marijuana use as a “positive” test 
§ No “legitimate medical reason” for such a test – either under 

MMML or recreational law 

§ Takeaway:  for DOT-covered positions, “zero 
tolerance” is the only answer 



§ Typical types of drug testing policies: 
§ Pre-employment 
§ Reasonable suspicion 
§ Post-accident 
§ Random 
§ Return to work / duty 

§ Typical types of drug testing methods: 
§ Urine, hair, blood, spit 
§ 5 panel, 10 panel – w/ or w/o THC 



§ What sort of objective evidence can we use to 
support the contention that an employee is 
“under the influence” of marijuana at work? 

§ Medically-significant symptoms: 
§ Inability to remember instructions (impaired short 

term memory) 
§ Inattentiveness or impaired judgment 
§ Uneasy coordination, impaired balance 
§ Inexplicable anxiety or paranoia 
§ Attendance problems, or timeliness issues at work 
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§  Section 4(2) of Proposal 1: 
§  This act does not prohibit an employer from disciplining an employee for 

violation of a workplace drug policy or for working while under the influence 
of marijuana. 

§  This act does not require an employer to permit or accommodate conduct 
otherwise allowed by this act in any workplace or on the employer’s property. 

§  Compare to the equivalent language in MMML 
§  This act does not prevent an employer from refusing to hire, discharging, 

disciplining, or otherwise taking an adverse employment action against a 
person with respect to hire, tenure, terms, conditions, or privileges of 
employment because of that person’s violation of a workplace drug policy or 
because that person was working while under the influence of marijuana. 

§  Held to mean that it doesn’t abrogate employer rights - Casias v. Wal-Mart, 
695 F.3d 428 (6th Cir. 2012).   
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§ Don’t know what this means yet – courts interpret law, 
and this doesn’t even get enacted until tomorrow 

§ What it very likely means:  no duty for employers to 
accommodate medical or recreational marijuana use under 
ADA 

§ What is less clear – 
§  “does not prohibit an employer from disciplining an employee for 

violation of a workplace drug policy” 
§  What does this mean if an employer fires an at-will employee for testing 

positive for THC on a drug screen?  Have to prove our policy prohibited it? 
§  Definitely means you need to have a policy if you don’t already 

§  “for working while under the influence of marijuana” 
§  What does this mean? 
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§ One risk is evident, though – whatever method we 
choose, we cannot apply discriminatorily or 
selectively without incurring substantial liability 

§ Berry v. Arcelormittal, USA LLC – ND IN, 2013 
§ Two employees involved in altercation – one black one white 
§  Black employee forced to get post-accident tested, but not so 

for white employee 
§  Employer saved… but only because it documented that black 

employee behaved “erratically,” while white employee did not 

§ Now imagine that we randomly test all employees for 
THC… but only terminate poor performers 
§ Do those poor performers share a protected characteristic? 
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§ March 2018:  U.S. unemployment rate 
hovers at 4.1%; the lowest since 2000 

§ So What? 
§ Near Full employment = more challenges for you 
§ Shrinking number of qualified applicants   
§ HR professionals are likely to experience 

continued difficulty in finding qualified applicants 
into foreseeable future 
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§ But the rate of illicit drug use among full-time 
employees is about 9%... which is substantial. 

§ Positive Test Results are Going to Increase: 
§ 20% increase in Colorado 
§ 23% increase in Washington 
§ 43% increase in Nevada.  

§ Ultimately, this is going to make it harder to 
find qualified individuals to hire/retain 
because less and less of these individuals will 
be able to pass a drug test.  
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§ As we see it, three options: 
§  (1) For employers with old-school “drug free 

workplace” policies, make no change 
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§ (1) For employers with old-school “drug free 
workplace” policies, make no change 
§ Very likely a totally lawful approach 
§ No law prohibits you from drug testing or (probably) 

from declining to hire applicants who test positive 
for marijuana 

§ Problem is economic – are you pricing yourself out? 

Used in past 
month? 

2015 Rate (MI) Predicted Rate 
2019 

12-17 year old 7.7% 8.4% 
18-25 year old 24.2% 32.3% 
26 or older 10.0% 20.1% 
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§ (1) For employers with old-school “drug free 
workplace” policies, make no change 
§ Remember some employers are also required to 

prohibit drug use as a condition of employment 
§ Federal contractors are controlled by the Drug Free 

Workplace Act as a matter of federal law, which 
requires employers to have policies to “maintain a 
drug-free workplace” 

§ DOT certified drivers – DOT has interpreted its 
regulations to follow federal law, not state law 

§ Certain safety positions have a practical requirement 
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§  (2) Maintain pre-employment screening, but eliminate 
THC/marijuana metabolites from the screened 
substances 
§ Typical options:  5 and 10 panel tests, with 4/9 panel products 

offered excluding marijuana 
§  Still test for marijuana if reasonable suspicion of use at work/

post-accident if you want 
§  Strengths: 
§ Treats marijuana… like alcohol 

§ Weaknesses: 
§ Although not all marijuana users are chronic users, might 

you want to hire a chronic user? 
§ Are you eliminating a tool to screen out poor performers? 
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§  (3) Stop pre-screen/random drug testing at all, and 
maintain only reasonable suspicion or post-accident 
testing 
§ Strengths: 
§ Certainly much cheaper, will dissuade fewer marijuana-

smoking applicants who might be erroneously 
dissuaded if you drug test at all  - even if you don’t test 
for THC 

§ Weaknesses:   
§ Even if marijuana use is no longer “heuristic” to weed 

out poor performers… is that true of meth or heroin? 
§ Certain jobs must or should be subjected to testing 



Question #1:   
Can I discipline or discharge an employee who 
ingests / smokes marijuana while at work? 
 
Answer: 
Yes in MI. 
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Question #2:   
Can I refuse to hire or terminate employment 
based only on the fact that I learn an employee 
uses marijuana outside of work, even in the 
absence of a test? 
 
Answer: 
Probably in MI, but (1) make sure that’s aligned 
with your historical practice and (2) make sure 
it’s aligned with your written policies 
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Question #3:   
An employee tests positive for marijuana (THC).  Can 
I refuse to hire, discipline or discharge the employee 
based solely on the positive test result (without any 
other evidence of impairment while at work)? 
 
Answer: 
Probably in MI, but make sure you understand he or 
she may not have actually been impaired at work 
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Question #4:   
Can I discipline or discharge an employee who is 
working while under the influence of medical 
marijuana (i.e., has some evidence of 
impairment other than a positive drug test)? 
 

Yes, but what does “under the influence” mean 
in the context of marijuana? 
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“Under the Influence” 
§ Majority of state laws do not define the term, 

including MI  
§ Some state laws prohibit “undertaking any 

task under the influence of marijuana, when 
doing so would constitute negligence or 
professional malpractice” 
§ DE, DC, MD, RI, WV 
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§ Final takeaways: 
§ Regardless of whether or not you had a drug testing 

or drug prohibition policy, every employer needs to 
revisit those policies now. 

§ No employer should ever allow employees to work 
while under the influence of any intoxicating drug, 
marijuana included. 

§ Whatever policy you adopt, apply it even-handedly. 
§ Whatever policy you adopt, have it align with your 

organization’s mission and philosophical goals. 


